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EXAMINATION, 2OI4-15
BASIC SYSTEM ANALYSIS

Time : 2 Hoursl [Total Marks : 50

Attempt any four parts of the following :

a) Sketch the signals

y (t) = r (t + z) - r (t) + r (t - z)

y (t) = u (t) + su (t - r) - zu (t - z)

b) Definevarious elemeffarycontinuoustime signals. Indicate
them graphically.

c) Find the Fourier transform of 
"2tu(-r) 

along with
amplitude.

Define Laplace transform and write its properties.

What do you mean by STM ? Also mention its
properties.

What do you understand by analogous systems ? Also
mention the f-v and f-i analogy in analogous systems.

d)

e)

I

3.5x4=14
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Attgmpt any two parts of the following : 6x2=12

a) I Obtain the tigonometic Fourier series for thdwaveform

shown in figure 1.

FfSrre I
b) Deteffnine tlre irwerse Z-transform (3sr-*s*tl

if region of convergence are

(D lzFl (i1) lrl.i (o }EF r

c) A system is desoribed by the differential equation

ff'. try+s1rtr)=rtt)

d's(01
For the initial conditions, T :2 and y(0) = tand

input r(t) = u{ti, find the free and forced response

of the system.

Attempt any two parts of the following : 6x2=12

a) Define ROC of Z-transform. Determine Z-transform of

r1(t) = atlr{ttrS and rztn) = -sn{-tr - 1}

and also indicate their region of convergence.
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b) State convolution prpfierty ofLL Also find the inverse

rl

Laplace transformiofpe function using it.

x{s)=#
c) Find the response.ol

o= [i, -1]"* ffi fot], 
:*tr

the system

rrftereu.tr) - L-SfoJ

Attempt any two parts of the following : 6x2=12

a) In the circuit showrt in figure 2 , determine the current

i(t) when the switch is at position 2. The switch S is

moved from position I to position 2 al t:0. Initiatly

the switch has been at position I for a long time.

10v
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Figure 2
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Obtain the f-v and f-i analogous systun of the mechanical

system shown in figure 3

Figure 3
Check whetherthe following properties hold good for
the systern y(t) :. atx(t) + bfx(t-2)
G) Static or dynamic

G) Linear or non linear
(trr) Causal or non causal

(iv) Time variant or invariant.
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b)

c)
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